SAASPASS Multi-Factor Authentication and Single Sign-On

SAASPASS secures access to your Citrix products with MFA together with SSO capability
SAAPASS is your key to the world! It provides a comprehensive and frictionless solution that is fully-secured with dynamic passcodes and multi-factor authentication. It turns out to be a great identity and access management tool you need to secure your corporate network or your personal data.

**Introduction**

SAAPASS allows you to do with one product what it currently takes a combination of 4 to 5 other products to do. Instead of stitching together two or more point solutions for multi-factor authentication such as single sign-on, endpoint access, password management, and even physical control access, SAAPASS provides a comprehensive full-stack identity and access management solution on the market. It's a single product that meets all of your identity needs, meets them with greater convenience and ease-of-use, at reduced total cost, and without leaving holes in your digital security, such as when devices are offline. SAAPASS even helps lock down Macs.

**Solution Features**


SAML Protocol is used to delegate the authentication between Citrix (as the Service Provider) and SAAPASS (as the IdP).

SAAPASS has numerous login methods that can be deployed by an admin.

**The SAAPASS Advantage**

- Meets all DFARS NIST 800-171 MFA requirements (both online and offline)
- Secures Macs and Pcs
- Single sign-on access to hundreds of enterprise applications (Salesforce, Office 365 etc.)
- Simple to implement
- Easy to use
- Scalable (pay for what you use)
- Reduces security complexity

**SAAPASS mobile app features:**

- Support for multiple devices
- Automatic sync across multiple devices
- Support for Single Sign-On and Autofill capabilities (with Username/Password entered)
- Support for Autofill on the desktop with the browser extension
- Support for Autofill in the embedded secure mobile browser
- iPhone and iPad Safari browser extension support
- Ability to create a recovery in case of broken/stolen device
- Ability to create a recover with custom security question
- Ability to restore from a backup or a cloned device
- Ability to use as a password manager first and then add the Authenticator format when needed
- Ability to add the Authenticator code to a service from another mobile app if that is supported
- Authenticator format with the most logos (over thousands and growing) in the world to clearly identify the different services
- Ability to change the display name of a service (especially useful for services like Slack which can have the same email for multiple services)
Scan Barcode Login

Scan an Encrypted QR Code with your SAASPASS Mobile App

Scan Barcode provides simple and quick two-factor authentication. Scan Barcode allows users to log in to services and websites that produce a SAASPASS readable barcode. By scanning a barcode, users login instantly to services or devices that support this format.

Users can also unlock computers with Scan Barcode and Computer Login by downloading the SAASPASS Desktop Connector. SAASPASS Computer Login works with Scan Barcode to secure personal computers, or firm desktops secured with active directory.

Scan Barcode is a simple and quick way to authenticate users to websites, Citrix applications and desktop computers with two-factor authentication.

Push Login

Login Remotely by Receiving a Push Approval on your Device

Push Login provides simple and quick two-factor authentication. Push Login allows users to log in to services and websites that produce are secured with SAASPASS by triggering a push approval request that is sent to their SAASPASS mobile app. Users login instantly to Citrix services after approving it.
Manual Login

Manual/Offline Login Capability by typing a One-Time Password

Two-factor authentication is possible on any mobile device with SAASPASS one-time password generation. SAASPASS one-time password generation is offline and user-generated to provide the traditional and historical method of two-factor authentication. With a single touch, users can generate a one-time password to supplement static usernames and passwords with added security. Users login instantly to Citrix services after typing it in.

Proximity Login

Secure Login between your device and your Citrix Product with BLE

Proximity combines two-factor authentication with location-based iBeacon Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology to let users authenticate via their mobile device’s proximity to their computer. Proximity authenticates users to websites and applications and unlocks computers when integrated with SAASPASS Computer Login for Macs.

FIDO/Hard Token/U2F Login

Secure Login between your FIDO/Hard Token/U2F and your Citrix product

SAASPASS allows you the ability to integrate third-party tokens to secure access to your Citrix product. The Admin portal has an easy to use onboarding process which allows you to manage all the relevant users from a single point.

Get Started Now!

SAASPASS can be deployed with Citrix products for the relevant employees' access but all in all, it can also be deployed across the whole company. Additionally, it has a wide range of different integration environments which work in tandem with the Citrix integration.

Get more information at Citrix Ready Marketplace or contact sales@saaspass.com for a demo or for help with implementation.

Or, simply start on your own by following these steps:

1. Download SAASPASS app onto mobile device
2. Register company/organization through the mobile app or from computer
3. Go to the admin portal and begin setting up groups and users
4. Verify users with their corporate email or with a CSV upload
5. Once users have paired their accounts to SAASPASS IDs, go to “Company Applications” and find the Citrix product you want to secure access to.
6. Roll out SAASPASS!

For any technical questions, please contact support@saaspass.com

Relevant links:

Learn more about the SAASPASS - https://saaspass.com/
Register your company - https://www.saaspass.com/sd/#/companyRegistration
Introduction to SAASPASS - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tzqAHPvkBY
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